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Abstra t
Symmetry properties of the three 10- ages on 70 verti es are investigated.
Being bipartite, these graphs are Levi graphs of triangle-free and quadranglefree (353 ) on gurations. For ea h of these graphs a Hamilton y le is given
via the asso iated LCF notation. Furthermore, the automorphism groups of
respe tive orders 80, 120, and 24 are omputed.
A spe ial emphasis is given to the Balaban 10- age, the rst known example of a 10- age [1℄, and the orresponding Balaban on guration. It is shown
that the latter is linear, that is, it an be realized as a geometri on guration
of points and lines in the Eu lidean plane. Finally, based on the Balaban onguration, an in nite series of linear triangle-free and quadrangle-free ((7n)3 )
on gurations is produ ed for ea h odd integer n  5.

1 Introdu tion
The motivation for the paper is a onne tion between ages (graphs) and on gurations (in iden e stru tures). In parti ular, the 2n- y les in graphs orrespond to
n-gons in on gurations. We extend the present knowledge about this subje t to
10- ages. Also, some additional properties of graphs and on gurations are studied.
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1.1 Con gurations
A (symmetri ) on guration (vr ) is an in iden e stru ture of v points and v lines
su h that there are r lines through ea h point, r points on ea h line, and two lines
meet in at most one point. We an relate on gurations to graphs in the following
sense. Let L = L(C ) be the bipartite graph with v \bla k" verti es representing the
points of the on guration C , with v \white" verti es representing the lines of C ,
and with an edge joining two verti es if and only if the orresponding point and line
are in ident in C . We all L the Levi graph of the on guration C . The following
proposition hara terizes (vr ) on gurations in terms of their Levi graphs. Re all
that the length of the shortest y le in a graph G is alled the girth of G.

An in iden e stru ture is a (vr ) on guration if and only if its
Levi graph is r-regular and has girth at least 6.

Proposition 1.

Proof. See [11℄.
With ea h on guration C the dual on guration C d may be asso iated by reversing the roles of points and lines in C . Both C and C d share the same Levi graph,
only the bla k-white oloring of its verti es is reversed.
If C is isomorphi to its dual we say that C is self-dual and a orresponding
isomorphism is alled a duality. A duality of order 2 is alled a polarity. An
isomorphism of C to itself is alled an automorphism. Automorphisms of C form a
group denoted by Aut0 C . A on guration C is alled linear if it an be realized in
the Eu lidean plane with points and lines, see [17℄. We say that a on guration C
is triangle-free if L(C ) has girth at least 8, similarly we say that C is triangle- and
quadrangle-free if L(C ) has girth at least 10, et . Also, a on guration C is alled
d-gonal if the girth of L(C ) equals 2d. In this ontext we say that d is a normal
number if for ea h integer n there exists v  n su h that there is a d-gonal linear
(v3 ) on guration. For example, 3 is a normal number, see [17℄.
The sear h for the smallest n-gonal on guration is therefore equivalent to the
sear h for the smallest bipartite graph with girth 2n. This is where we meet a well
known problem of ages from graph theory.

1.2 Cages
For an easy introdu tion to the subje t the reader is referred to [24℄. For a simple
graph the girth is at least 3. The smallest trivalent graph of girth g is alled a g - age.
Obviously K4 is the unique 3- age and K3;3 is the only 4- age. The Petersen graph
P(5; 2) is the only 5- age. The 6- age is known as the Heawood graph; see Figure
3(b). The unique 7- age has 24 verti es. The 8- age is known as the CremonaRi hmond graph or the Tutte 8- age. There are 18 non-isomorphi 9- ages whi h
are omputed in [8℄.
Balaban found one of the three 10- ages whi h is shown in Figure 1(a), see [1℄.
The other two 10- ages are shown in Figure 2.
Up to g  10 the g - ages are lassi ed ompletely. For g = 12 there is a unique
12- age. All other ases (g = 11, g > 12) are still open. For a survey on ages see
also [23, 26, 28, 29℄.
Cages and related graphs have found their appli ations in hemistry [7℄, e.g. in
modelling hemi al rea tions [2℄ and degenerate rearrangements [18℄.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 1: The Balaban 10- age or B (5) (a). The two outer 10-gons an be inter hanged with the two inner 10-gons. Its generalization B (9) is shown in the
right.

(a)

(b)

Figure 2: The other two 10- ages are also bipartite and give rise to the on gurations
that are triangle- and quadrangle-free.
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Figure 3: Fano on guration (a). Its Levi graph is the Heawood graph or the 6- age
(b).

2 Cages and on gurations
2.1 Overview
We have mentioned already that the size of the smallest n-gonal symmetri (v3 )
on gurations is related to the existen e of ages. By Proposition 1, ea h bipartite
2n- age represents a Levi graph of the smallest m-gon-free (v3 ) on guration for
m < n, i.e. n-gonal on guration (possibly a pair of dual on gurations).
The ages with an odd girth are not bipartite graphs and will not attra t our
attention. But, interestingly, all known n- ages where n is an even integer are
bipartite graphs and hen e generate n2 -gonal on gurations for n  6.
The only 6- age, the Heawood graph, has 14 verti es. It gives the smallest
on guration, the Fano (73 ) on guration or the proje tive plane of order 2, see
Figure 3. The Tutte 8- age is a bipartite graph on 30 verti es. It represents a Levi
graph of the smallest (v3 ) on guration without triangles, the Cremona-Ri hmond
(153 ) on guration [11℄, see Figure 4. The Heawood graph and the Tutte 8- age
ontain a Hamilton y le and are highly symmetri . It is well known that the Fano
on guration is not linear while the Cremona-Ri hmond on guration is. Both are
self-dual on gurations.
The remaining part of the arti le is devoted to the investigation of these properties in the ase of 10- ages and the orresponding on gurations.

2.2 10- ages
As mentioned in the introdu tion, there are three non-isomorphi 10- ages. They
are all bipartite graphs on 70 verti es.
Let us rst investigate the existen e of a Hamilton y le. For ubi graphs with
a given Hamilton y le there is a useful notation due to Fru ht et al. [12℄. All we
have to do is to list the lengths of hords measured in jumps when we traverse
the verti es along the Hamilton y le. Su h a list is alled the LCF notation. For
instan e, K4 an be des ribed by the sequen e [2; 2; 2; 2℄ whi h an be shortened to
[24 ℄. The LCF notation for the Tutte 8- age is [( 13; 9; 7; 7; 9; 13)5℄.
The LCF odes for the 10- ages are, respe tively,
9; 25; 19; 29; 13; 35; 13; 29; 19; 25; 9; 29; 29; 17; 33; 21; 9;
13; 31; 9; 25; 17; 9; 31; 27; 9; 17; 19; 29; 27; 17; 9; 29; 33; 25;
25; 21; 17; 17; 29; 35; 29; 17; 17; 21; 25; 25; 33; 29; 9; 17; 27;
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Figure 4: Cremona-Ri hmond (153 ) on guration, the smallest (v3 ) on guration
without triangles (a) is linear. Its Levi graph is the Tutte 8- age whi h is a Z5
overing graph over the voltage graph (b).
29; 19; 17; 9; 27; 31; 9; 17; 25; 9; 31; 13; 9; 21; 33; 17; 29; 29℄;
[( 29; 19; 13; 13; 21; 27; 27; 33; 13; 13; 19; 21; 33; 29)5℄;
[9; 25; 31; 17; 17; 33; 9; 29; 15; 9; 9; 25; 25; 29; 17; 9; 9;
27; 35; 9; 9; 17; 21; 27; 29; 9; 25; 13; 19; 9; 33; 17; 19; 31;
27; 11; 25; 29; 33; 13; 13; 21; 29; 21; 25; 9; 11; 19; 29; 9; 27; 19;
13; 35; 9; 9; 17; 25; 9; 9; 27; 27; 21; 15; 9; 29; 29; 33; 9; 25℄:
This proves the following proposition.
Proposition 2.

Ea h 10- age ontains a Hamilton y le.

An important part of interest when speaking about graph properties is an existen e of symmetry. If the automorphism group of a graph G ontains a semiregular
element ( xing the two sets of a bipartition), then G is alled a poly ir ulant. Part
of the motivation for studying this lass of graphs is a problem proposed in 1981
by the third author who asked if there exists a vertex-transitive graph without a
nonidentity semiregular automorphism [19, Problem 2.4℄, that is, a vertex-transitive
graph whi h is not a poly ir ulant. This problem attra ted a wider interest in the
mathemati al ommunity when it was reproposed in a slightly more general grouptheoreti setting. The more general form, due to Klin [9, Problem BCC15.12℄, asks
whether every transitive 2- losed permutation group ontains a xed-point-free element of prime order. The term elusive has re ently been adopted for a transitive
nite permutation group without a non-trivial semiregular subgroup. As was shown
in [10℄, there are in nitely many elusive transitive permutation groups, but none of
them is 2- losed. It is believed that no 2- losed transitive group is elusive. This onje ture is usually referred to as the poly ir ulant onje ture. For further results and
re ent advan es with regards to this onje ture see [10, 13, 19, 20, 22℄. The on ept
of poly ir ulants extends naturally to on gurations (see the next subse tion).
By omputing the automorphism groups of all 10- ages we get the following
result.
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(a)

(b)

Figure 5: The smallest 5-gonal (v3 ) on guration (a) resulting from the Balaban
10- age. It is a overing graph over (b) with group Z5.

The automorphism groups of the 10- ages have orders 80, 120, 24,
respe tively. The Balaban age and the se ond 10- age are poly ir ulants.

Proposition 3.

The on ept of voltage graphs is generally used to simplify the des ription of
large graphs. We refer the reader who is not familiar with this topi to the book by
Gross and Tu ker [14℄. For example, the Tutte 8- age is a Z5 overing graph over
the voltage graph in Figure 4(b). The rst and the se ond 10- age are Z5 overing
graphs over the voltage graphs in Figures 5(b) and 6( ).

2.3 The smallest 5-gonal (v

3

on gurations

)

The smallest 5-gonal on gurations, triangle- and quadrangle-free on gurations,
result from 10- ages.
The 5-gonal (353 ) on guration given by the Balaban age is self-polar and is
presented in Figure 5(a). We all it the Balaban on guration. The se ond age gives
rise to a pair of dual 5-gonal (353 ) on gurations, see Figure 6(a), (b). The third
age also gives rise to a pair of dual on gurations. Hen e we have the following
result.
Proposition 4. There are 5 non-isomorphi 5-gonal (353 ) on gurations. Also,
these are the smallest 5-gonal (v3 ) on gurations.

Another important on ept whi h has been extensively studied for over a entury
is the existen e of a realization of on gurations in the Eu lidean plane, that is, the
question whether a on guration is linear or not.
Proposition 5.

All ve 5-gonal (353 ) on gurations are linear.

Proof. The oordinates an be found in [4℄.
The problem of nding a realization an be further extended to the sear h for
ni e realizations. There is no general theory, but the use of symmetry of their Levi
graphs proves to be helpful.
A on guration C is poly y li if there exists an automorphism 2 Aut0 C whi h
is semiregular, meaning that all orbits on points and lines are of the same size. If
6

(a)

(b)

( )
Figure 6: The se ond 10- age is a Z5 overing graph over voltage graph ( ) and
gives rise to a pair of dual linear (353 ) on gurations (a) and (b).
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has order k then C is alled a k - y li on guration. The orresponding Levi graph
of a poly y li on guration is a poly ir ulant.
There is a theory developed in [5℄ that enables one to onstru t the so- alled
rotational drawings of many on gurations admitting a poly y li stru ture. In this
way the realizations in Figures 4, 5, 6 were obtained. See also [15, 16, 21℄ for related
on epts regarding on gurations and graphs whi h possess ertain symmetries.
The Balaban on guration is poly y li . Its rotational realization is shown in
Figure 5(a). It results from the symmetry given by the des ription of its Levi graph
using the voltage graph in Figure 5(b).
The same is true for the two dual on gurations given by the se ond 10- age.
Their rotational realizations are depi ted in Figure 6(a), (b).
The two 5-gonal (353 ) on gurations given by the third age are also linear,
but they are not poly y li and we annot give rotational realizations as we did
in the previous ases. Nevertheless, their realizability an be easily proved using
the algebrai methods des ribed in [6℄. The oordinates xi , 1  i  35, for one of
them an be obtained from the onstru tion sequen e given in Table 1. Here we use
the bra ket notation [i; j; k ℄ for det(xi ; xj ; xk ). See [6℄ for more details. The values
for parameters i , 0  i  27, an be determined in su h way that the ve tors xi
represent a realization over rational numbers, see Table 2.

2.4 Generalizations
Another advantage of using voltage graphs for a des ription of graphs is a possibility
of onstru ting a sequen e of graphs and on gurations having the same properties.
Theorem 1. There exists an in nite sequen e of 5-gonal linear (v3 ) on gurations.
Hen e, 5 is a normal number.

Proof. Let B (n) be a overing graph of the base graph in Figure 5(b) with group
Zn. All graphs B (n) are bipartite. If n  5 is odd then it is easy to see that
the girth of the overing graph is at least 10. Thus, they determine a sequen e of
5-gonal ((7n)3 ) on gurations Cn for n = 5; 7; 9; : : : . The rst on guration in the
series is the Balaban on guration, the third one is shown in Figure 7.
To see that all on gurations Cn in the series are linear we must rst he k
whether the ne esary ondition (for rotational realization) from the algorithm given
in [5℄ an be satis ed by some set of real parameters for any Cn . After, for example,
hoosing the values 1; 2; : : : ; 8 for the rst eight of nine parameters, we get in our
ase the equation



x2 1476 + 8120 os 2n + 2936 os 4n + 1460 os 6n + 1952 os 8n +
312 os 12n + 1435 sin 2n + 5515 sin 4n + 5515 sin 6n

2439 sin 12n +

x



1004 sin 8n

229098 os 2n 6462 os 4n 19746 os 6n 37542 os 8n
46200 os 12n 15561 sin 2n 125673 sin 4n 125673 sin 6n +
20616

35544 sin 8n + 51105 sin 12n



305100 360018 os 2n + 1344474 os 4n + 1344474 os 6n
54918 os 8n 256284 sin 2n + 443412 sin 4n + 443412 sin 6n
256284 sin 8n = 0:

The dis riminant of this quadrati equation is greater than zero for all n  5. This
ensures the existen e of real solutions for n  5 and the ful llment of the ne essary
8

Figure 7: The third on guration in the in nite series of 5-gonal self-polar (v3 )
on gurations having B (9) as its Levi graph.
ondition for rotational realization. The fa t that this ondition is suÆ ient (that
is, that no two points oin ide) an be proved by omputer al ulations.

3 Con lusion
In the text we already mentioned an interesting fa t that all known even ages are
bipartite graphs. Therefore it makes sense to set the following onje ture.
Conje ture.

All g - ages where g is an even integer are bipartite graphs.

This onje ture is known to be true for even g up to 12. This is the largest
number for whi h the age problem is solved. The unique 12- age has 126 points.
It is a Levi graph of two dual (633 ) on gurations whi h are also known as the
generalized hexagons, see [27℄.
At this point we should also mention the enumeration results for (v3 ) on gurations, v  18, in [3℄ obtained by omputer al ulations. The authors report that
the results were extended to v = 19 after long parallel omputer runs. The number
of all non-isomorphi (193 ) on gurations is 7 640 941 062. Among them there are
1 992 044 self-dual on gurations, 1 991 320 self-polar on gurations, 3 y li on gurations, 14 triangle-free on gurations. The number of trangle-free on gurations
is known up to v = 21. The gap between the omputer approa h and theoreti al
onsiderations seems to be unsurmountable whi h makes the onje ture attra tive.
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T
= (1; 0; 0)T ;
x33 = (0; 1; 0) ;
T
T
x34 = (0; 0; 1) ;
x35 = (1; 1; 1) ;
x31 = x32 + x33 26 + x34 27 ;
x30 = x32 + x33 24 + x34 25 ;
x29 = x32 + x33 22 + x34 23 ;
x27 = x32 + x33 20 + x34 21 ;
x25 = x32 + x33 18 + x34 19 ;
x23 = x32 + x33 16 + x34 17 ;
x22 = x32 + x33 14 + x34 15 ;
x20 = x32 + x33 12 + x34 13 ;
x19 = x32 + x33 10 + x34 11 ;
x16 = x32 + x33 8 + x34 9 ;
x15 = x32 + x33 6 + x34 7 ;
x12 = x32 + x33 4 + x34 5 ;
x8 = x32 + x33 2 + x34 3 ;
x26 = x27 + x33 1 ;
x5 = x25 + x15 0 ;
x28 = [29; 35; 32℄x22 + [35; 29; 22℄x32 ;
x24 = [31; 23; 29℄x25 + [23; 31; 25℄x29;
x21 = [34; 22; 26℄x25 + [22; 34; 25℄x26 ;
x18 = [31; 12; 35℄x19 + [12; 31; 19℄x35;
x17 = [32; 16; 26℄x18 + [16; 32; 18℄x26 ;
x14 = [19; 15; 23℄x22 + [15; 19; 22℄x23;
x13 = [33; 14; 30℄x29 + [14; 33; 29℄x30 ;
x11 = [34; 12; 16℄x15 + [12; 34; 15℄x16;
x10 = [27; 11; 30℄x20 + [11; 27; 20℄x30 ;
x9 = [35; 8; 23℄x10 + [8; 35; 10℄x23 ;
x7 = [16; 8; 21℄x20 + [8; 16; 20℄x21 ;
x6 = [31; 7; 28℄x27 + [7; 31; 27℄x28 ;
x4 = [9; 5; 13℄x12 + [5; 9; 12℄x13 ;
x3 = [32; 4; 20℄x19 + [4; 32; 19℄x20 ;
x2 = [3; 24; 33℄x8 + [24; 3; 8℄x33 ;
x1 = [5; 6; 30℄x17 + [6; 5; 17℄x30
x32

Table 1: The onstru tion sequen e for the oordinates of a on guration arising
from the third 10- age. In order to obtain a realization, the parameters i , 0  i 
27, must satisfy the equation [1; 2; 34℄ = 0.
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= 2574943097082595345544340065044256416763150642661777434707789
59667876208778207177019482496817757205402642189156706725346890
22622140368112040532401975002792847586056247186185267095609210
72224023908305523173073258831927707060390209692692544175062521
00867567334856330270701885399779443847630494944045197210113833
45686581979031244339659271649948087846117980910301123388413720
57051815992941513500155776031972956537535643382299035992535042
673717153882602556709161655598342768196720660=
85664207833558481307133002407180419053546312271907618909401096
80544957921299249445923041130506627139497716141753909248899902
78029899996598841756184775905246722644857221403556605555175859
46369322765272707716115142694797498080293757811603542109067791
07289460236357135937824869454820173030487000130136964879208257
80308132775211077977349189135263667885925246786092378159999780
63414018873915609490401927093884298498944747578152115900107889
059442671841249813781870735761562299499741503;
1 = 7123834754731184528402693911971923451330058149875518104914623
48056953430094500547074853487247119654330646982662266593158414
49027401729823664422731097278262026340204310263333500332789641
803738213536180557379054243=
12788224222663276361356042073165585429965807349185057796106157
07279731211934682828012940882657221804428098394679075529224787
98445062608461161721810937141364826359769343341366263271236295
4440098660148871267133974;
2 = 3050903110258722487817260103307920379457268495239756349868330
06626736546822678992457493981425096763980125936846850431582649
0179113374985805683=
80499635231414144477909109832276161549112142353787505163054529
96573531181800497472715753121277887854626212813887682347433470
5127358277359656;
=
9971768468591115756610251558360481907=
3
151463727449019180310424328127048392;
4 = 81; 5 = 73; 6 = 56; 7 = 98; 8 = 33; 9 = 71; 10 = 62;
11 = 87; 12 = 35; 13 = 55; 14 = 68; 15 = 69; 16 = 73; 17 = 29;
18 = 73; 19 = 87; 20 = 91; 21 = 73; 22 = 49; 23 = 25; 24 = 28;
25 = 100; 26 = 24; 27 = 13
0

Table 2: The set of rational parameters 0 ; 1 ; : : : ; 27 for the onstru tion of oordinates presented in the Table 1 whi h gives a rational realization of the on guration determined by the third 10- age, see [4℄.
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